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310M

danita 310M CB radio is a very simple model, for easy use. The CB radio can 

makes it easy to install it in the vehicle, and the shorter depth makes more 
room for the antenna cable.

Microphone



3000 Multi

danita 3000Multi CB radio is a very advanced model and despite its small dimensions it
has a lot of advantages. The CB radio can be set according to each country’s individual

dual channel monitoring.

Microphone

Multi
danita 3000 Multi

CB Radio antenna
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easy to use on vacation, business, holiday, 

tween two or more units.

do not want to be disturbed by others on 
the same channel.

to use it with both hands free.

radio yourself.

batteries.

Roger Beep
10 Call tones
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mobile radio

bile radio

bile radio
mobile radio

bile radio

Banks

300 Channels

mobile radio.

bile radio

bile radio

grammed bands

grammed bands

attaching it to the belt or carrying it in a pocket. The scanner is made from robust materials.

cies.

easily be changed to suit individual user needs.



300 Channels

Close Call

and mobile scanner in an elegant cabinet. 

and mobile use, with a big speaker for excellent
sound.

neighbourhood, elsewhere you will never know who 
is transmitting close to you.

and Cigarette lighter cord.
Telescopic and Window mount antenna.
Mounting bracket and owners manual.

300 Channels

scanner in an elegant cabinet. 

use, with a big speaker for excellent sound. 

materials.

thus allowing for a very easy access to all the

telescopic antenna and owners manual.



vehicle’s windshield, recording what is happening in front of 
the car while driving. Can be set to start and stop recording 
when the vehicle is running and stops.

The camera automatically deletes old recordings when 
memory card is full.

the camera making it ready to use upon receipt.
Records audio too, but can be turned off if desired.

camera really easy to carry in your pocket.

Window mounting device.

of  missing assets. 

setup fees.

On your SmartPhone you will be 
able to see exactly where your 
car is located.

Complete set with main unit and 
antennas for GPS and GSM.

Locate your car



colors at the same time with either vibrator or beep sound.

Machine operator in a factory.
Bottle Boy at a supermarket.

Taxi driver receiving orders from the ordering computer in the car

Trigger inputs must be connected to ground using a call button, a relay or other electronics for sending a call.
The antenna is mounted free of metallic material on a window or suspended in space.

Pager and transmitter. 


